GAMEPLAY FEATURES

- Multiple wireform ramps including the Awesome Corkscrew Rollercoaster, with twin loops and a Zig Zag
- Rollercoaster & Beer Barrel 3-ball lock mechanisms
- RGB Lighting for both Feature Inserts and general playfield illumination
- Featuring Otto the Interactive Bartender
- Three Flippers
- Three Bumper Car Pop Bumpers
- Three Slingshots
- Four Magnets, two which are player-controlled via MagNab cabinet button
- Ramp that raises and lowers

RULE FEATURES

- 5 Multi Balls (including Beer Barrel Multiball and Corkscrew Multiball)
- 14 Tent Modes, including a Video Mode and a Mini-Wizard Mode
- Beer Stein Power Ups to assist player towards objectives and increase scoring
- Food Stand Drop Target and VUK features, including Mini-Wizard Mode
- Three Mini-Wizard Modes and an Uber-Wizard Mode
- Lots of Ducks!

CABINET FEATURES

- Real Backglass
- Custom Music
- 275 lbs. unboxed
- H: 75"
- W: 29"
- D: 55"
- 15" Full Color LCD with 1366x768 resolution
- 6 Stereo Speakers plus 8" Cabinet Subwoofer

*All specifications are subject to change without notice